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Richard Stromberg

posed by the AMA, the hospitals, and the
insurance and pharmaceutical companies
—turned out to be a bonanza for the
health care industry. Millions of dollars
in federal funds were poured into a superprofitable nursing home industry, into
thousands of "Meriicaid Mills" serving
poor communities, into increased demand for drugs and other supplies, and
into fortunes for enterprising doctors,
druggists, medical supply companies
and real estate operators.
Unfortunately, the spiralling costs of
Medicaid and Medicare—which have
been portrayed in the media as yet another
"welfare fraud," rather than a rip-off
of fhe needy by the greedy—has created
public hostility to further government action. The emphasis is now more on cutting costs than in increasing public access to medical care.

Kennedy-Corman plan.
At the same time, a coalition of trade unionists, liberal Democrats, consumer advocates and senior citizens, built up over
the last 40 years, continues to lobby for
national health insurance. This coalition
backs the Health Security Act, introduced
by Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-MA) and
Rep. James Corman (D-CA), which would
create a federally funded, comprehensive
health insurance plan for all Americans.
The Kennedy-Corman insurance plan,
financed from general revenues and social security taxes, would have a national
health care budget, based on expected revenues. The federal government would
negotiate reimbursement rates with hospitals, doctors and other health care providers, and there would be incentives
for Health Maintenance Organizations
(HMOs) employing salaried personnel.
Fear of attack ftom the health care industry, and desire to get some kind of
health insurance through Congress, had
led Kennedy, the AFL-CIO and the United Auto Workers to compromise with
President Carter on the principles for national health insurance.
Carter has promised a national health
insurance bill during this congressional
session. He has already won compromises
that would increase the role of private insurance companies and that would finance
the system through employer-employee
premiums instead of from general revenue.
Nonetheless, opposition to federal
health insurance remains strong. Critics
have asked why Dellums bothered to introduce a bill detailing an optimal system
of health care when far less radical nation-
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Socialized medicine
comes to one
Illinois community
By Jolene Babyak
"Socialized medicine" has come to this
sprawling Chicago suburb. If you lived
here and were suddenly sick, all you would
have to do for treatment is to go to one
of three clinics with proof of residency—
a water bill will do—and you'd be entitled
to free health care.
Have a baby here and a public health
nurse will come to your home with diet
and health care instructions. Move into
town with a senior citizen and he or she
will be whisked off to a clinic where podiatry exams, hypertension, diabetes and
hearing and eye tests are given regularly,
all free.
Sound unbelieveable? Not for the
44,500 people in Stickney Township, who
have been getting "free" primary health
care for over 30 years.
While many communities provide public health clinics for the indigent or for
VD treatment or immunizations, few public clinics provide physicians for a broad
range of medical needs—and even fewer
are wholly subsidized by local taxes.
Stickney prides itself on its cradle-to-

grave health care. Everything from prenatal, pediatrics, immunizations to mental health needs (at reduced rates) and
care for the special needs of senior citizens
is provided. Stickney also provides extensive social services such as students to
aid families if a parent becomes incapacitated.
One of its most applauded services is
dentistry. Stickney has five public health
dentists, including two who circulate yearround among the area's 12 elementary
schools in a mobile unit. The unit is attached to a school's utility lines for a
month while dentists check students
and, if needed, fill, clean or extract teeth
with parental permission. All free, up to
the eighth grade.
Limited X-ray and lab services are also
available at about half the going rate
(chest X-rays in Chicago cost about $15,
whereas Stickney charges $7). Medication
also costs about half.
"It's all coming together now," says
Kenneth C. Rehnquist, health director
of Stickney Township, who said that planning and communication were the toehold
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to efficient service. "You start small,
prove the need for what you've got, show
you're successful, then take it step by step.
We didn't start out with all the programs
we have now," he says.
The Stickney health plan has its origins
in the Depression, when former township
supervisor Herbert Maid sought to help
local truck farmers get off relief rolls. He
convinced businesses in nearby Clearing
Industrial Park to support a clinic to make
them employable.
Today the clinics and township business (most of which is involved with health
care) cost about $1.1 million, of which local industries pay about 68 percent in
property taxes. Private individuals provide the bulk of the remainder, paying
about $22 per household each year.
Nor is the program subsidized by local doctors. Salaries of the three township physicians (one in each clinic), the
nurses, psychiatrists, psychologists and
dentists are commensurate with area agencies, and Stickney has at least 12 private
physicians and dentists operating side-byside with the health service.
"We're not trying to replace the private practitioner," said Rehnquist. "We
try to intervene with a program of preventive medicine, and most private practitioners are geared to the healing aspects
of disease once it occurs.''

And, adds a housewife who, like many
residents, uses both the township clinics
and private doctors: "Let's face it, what
doctor isn't busy?"
While national health expenditures in
1976 amounted to $139 billion, or $638
per person, millions couldn't even afford
minimal care. What makes Stickney able
to accomplish primary health care so
cheaply?
Stickney receives only minimal government funding in the form of revenue sharing and state grants, and provides no hospitalization, so paperwork is kept to a
minimum. And since it is working on a
fixed budget, there is a high incentive for
efficiency. "My most important job,"
says Rehnquist, "is coordinating services
so that we don't duplicate. This is the key
to cheaper delivery."
Last year the three clinics had over
30,000 patient visits, and the dentists seated nearly 5,000 patients. If this is "socialized medicine" (and the term has little meaning to most people in Stickney)
then it is alive and well.
•
(©1978 Pacific News Service)
Jolene Babyak is a free-lance writer.
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1199: For dignity and justice
DanMiller

PART ONE
The unique aspect
of the hospital workers
union is the way that it
unites labor concerns
and human rights issues.
____By Dan M arschall
NEW

YORK

BOVE THE ENTRANCE TO THE
"Martin Luther King Jr.
Memorial Labor Center,"
the headquarters of District
1199, the National Hospital
Union, is a mosaic mural that stands in
bold contrast to the dingy restaurants,
broken bottles and porno bookstores on
West 43rd Street in midtown Manhattan.
In the left part of that mural a group
of black, white and Hispanic hospital
workers help a patient while union organizers hand out leaflets in the background. To the right the same group engages in educational and cultural activities—teaching a child to read, surveying
the globe, singing and picnicking—under
a bright sun and a dove of peace.
Two giant hands unite the scenes: one
holds a partially crumbled leaf with Frederick Douglas' words—"If there is no
struggle, there can be no progress."
The mural, by Anton Refregier, describes District 1199's central purpose—
to provide hospital workers with the human dignity and decent wages that will
allow them to pursue the "good things in
life" denied them so long.
"The hospital workers' struggle is
more than a fight for union rights," Martin Luther King commented in 1959, "It is
part and parcel of the larger fight in our
community against discrimination and exploitation...against all forms of degradation that result from poverty and human
misery.'.'
This year marks the 20th anniversary
of 1199's first major hospital organizing
victory at Montefiore Hospital in New
York City. Since 1958 the union has organized some 90,000 members in 13 states,
making it the nation's largest hospital union. Its story presents an inspiring chronicle of how a union, initially small in numbers but rich in militancy and a commitment to civil rights, can overcome enormous economic and political power to improve the working and living conditions
of some of this country's poorest workers.
Now spreading from coast to coast,
District 1199 remains unique in its active
alliance with the civil rights movement
and its integration of culture into the union's internal life.
Founded in 1932 as the Pharmacists
Union of Greater New York, 1199 eventually encompassed 6,000 pharmacists,
porters, clerks and other drugstore workers. Its opposition to discrimination was
evident at the outset. In 1936, after joining the AFL and acquiring the name Local 1199, the union conducted a sevenweek winter strike for the right of black
pharmacists to work in Harlem drug
stores. With Harlem-residents' and community leaders' backing, the union won.
In 1954, after the union had organized
the city's major drug store chains, it gave
financial aid to the Montgomery Bus Boycott. King called Local 1199 "my favorite
union." A life-long friendship ensued.

A

Coalition with civil rights.
The union's campaign to organize hospital workers was linked to its coalition with
the civil rights movement. A crusading
spirit was essential for organizing voluntary hospitals—those subsidized by philanthropic agencies and other "charitable"
institutions. The vast majority of these
workers were blacks and Hispanics earning as little as $20 for a 44-hour wejek; or-

Above: Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. addressing 1199 members at the union's 1968 annual "Salute to Freedom " dinner honoring
contributions to the civil rights cause. This appearance was one of his last before his assassination.
ganization could hardly swell union trea- ion of the necessity to organize all levels
suries.
of hospital workers—from the unskilled
Representational elections were not re- service employees through the professionquired, since the Taft-Hartley Act exclud- al, technical and clerical staffs—because
ed nonprofit institutions from the juris- doctors, nurses and other personnel had
diction of the National Labor Relations been used to keep the hospitals functionBoard. But hospital workers had little le- ing. Local 1199 was well-suited to this
gal protection. They could be fired for task, because of its industrial-union tradijoining unions and management could tion and its experience in meeting the
easily obtain injunctions.
needs of white collar workers.
Unlike other unions in the field 1199
Drawing from the dynamic CIO tradition of organizing the unorganized, Lo- attempts to integrate unskilled and procal 1199 realized the potential of the vol- fessional employees into a single union,
untary hospitals' 1.5 million employees, thereby breaking the barriers that often
few of whom were union members. Its undercut strikes. While not always succampaign was spearheaded by Elliott cessful 1199 has gradually won professionGodoff, who had spent 25 years organ- als away from associations with little
izing hospitals for other unions and was collective bargaining expertise.
"The union structure is unique," says
a long-time associate of 1199 president
Foner. "The union initially had ties with
Leon Davis.
In 1958 the union went after Monte- pharmacists as well as porters in drug
fiore Hospital, forming "crack of dawn stores. It organized blacks and whites
brigades," with drugstore workers who into an industrial union. It was concerned
distributed leaflets before leaving for their with the special needs of professionals,
regular jobs. After an eight-month effort but had the skills and background to run
the hospital agreed to a representational a democratic union over a long period.
election and the union triumphed with a Now we negotiate in hospitals together
but take into account the special needs
dramatic 628-31 vote.
of the different divisions."
Torrent of pro-union sentiment.
The union now has four divisions: hosThe Montefiore breakthrough unleashed pital (service employees), drug (pharmaa torrent of pro-union sentiment. Within cists), guild (clerical, technical) and RN
three months 6,000 hospital workers (registered nurses). Each elects delegates
joined the union. When other hospitals who meet monthly to make decisions. A
refused elections 3,500 workers at seven training and upgrading program is
institutions walked off their jobs in May conducted to give union members promo1959. A coalition of 235 black and Puer- tion opportunities. For the professional
to Rican community leaders supported divisions, the union conducts regular
conferences on industry trends and detheir strike.
"Harry Van Arsdale, president of the velopments around health and safety, inCentral Labor Council, was instrument- fectious disease, pharmacology and real in rallying labor support to an unpre- lated health care topics.
District 1199's relationship to other
cedented ;degre?."?Moe Foner, the union's
executive secretary, told IN THESE TIMES. unions is also unusual. In 1969, as it be"This was because of his strong commit- gan spreading to other cities, it became
ment to organizing poor workers and his the National Union of Hospital and
ability to see that the organization of hos- Health Care Employees, District 1199, a
pital workers could be an important fac- division of the Retail, Wholesale and Detor in uniting both sectors of the labor partment Store Union (RWDSU). A national union within an international, Dismovement."
The strike, though impressive, did not trict 1199 is functionally autonomous. It
achieve a union contract. Wages were in- obtains its affiliation with the AFL-CIO
creased $5 per week and the 40-hour week through the RWDSU.
was instituted. A 1962 strike during which
president Davis was jailed for 30 days for Charleston strike.
contempt of court, was settled when the The union's alliance with the civil rights
governor pledged to secure passage of movement culminated in 1969 when 500
state collective bargaining legislation. workers at two hospitals in Charleston,
When enacted the law made hospital S.C., walked off their jobs and sought
strikes illegal and provided for compul- assistance from 1199. "So we jumped in
with both feet, arms and everything else,"
sory arbitration of disputes.
The 1.962 jstrike-also. [Convinced the un- recalls Foner. "We jwere^abie-to.: makec
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Charleston a national issue, mainly by
convincing the Southern Christian Leadership Conference to send their staff in
full time. The people heading that staff
were Andy Young and Stoney Cooks."
The Rev. Ralph Abernathy and SCLC
members led mass marches and support
demonstrations through the center of
town. The state sent in the National Guard
with tanks and bayonets. Over 100 people were arrested, including 1199 president Davis and Rev. Abernathy. After
113 days the union achieved a settlement
that granted de facto union recognition,
pay raises, a credit union with a method
for deducting union dues, and a grievance
procedure.
In addition the strike produced one of
1199's best films: "I Am Somebody."
The union has made five films that serve
as historical documents as well as vehicles
for educating union members and communicating 199 activities to a wider audience.
Because minorities constitute about 70
percent of the union's membership it promotes cultural activities that dramatize
their common interests and that encourage a sense of self-identity and ethnic
pride. The union sponsors an annual Salute to Freedom, an evening of entertainment saluting civil rights achievements,
along with a Latin American Fiesta Night
and a Salute to Israel.
"The biggest step in terms of cultural
activities," according to Foner, is "Gallery 1199," the first permanent art gallery in an American union headquarters.
As many as 3,000 people have come to
see exhibitions, usually consisting of social realist art relating to the lives of 1199
members. One recent exhibit was "In
Our Blood: Coal Miners in the Seventies,"
a selection of Earl Dotter's photography.
District 1199 has continued to earn distinction in the ranks of labor during the
last decade. One of the first unions actively to oppose the Vietnam war, it
helped mobilize opposition to it within
the labor movement. In 1973 it fought
Nixon's wage controls by conducting the
largest hospital strike in the nation's history, involving 35,000 workers.
The nationwide growth of District 1199
was fostered in 1974 when Congress removed the exemption of voluntary hospitals from the National Labor Relations
Act. Like other unions, however, it has
suffered from the recession, high unemployment, the fiscal crisis of major urban
centers, and a renewed management offensive/,* •..•>.;.•.*><•--,•••_ •> .,,. .. .. , - •

